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1 Executive summary
FERTINNOWA is a coordination and support action that aims to transfer innovative water
and nutrient management solutions and best practices in order to improve water and
nutrient use efficiency, water quality and to reduce the environmental impact of
fertigated crops at the farm level. The introduction of fertigation, that is adding nutrients
to irrigation water, was already an important step towards more sustainable water and
nutrient use. Today we see there is still room for innovation to achieve more sustainable
water and nutrient use. Although numerous innovative technologies are available, there
has been little adoption by growers because of regional, technological, socio-economic or
regulatory reasons.
FERTINNOWA is conducting a benchmark study throughout Europe to identify synergies
and bottlenecks in relation to water and nutrient management practices in fertigated
cropping systems. In addition to the technological context, this benchmark study will also
take into account the wider socio-economic and regulatory contexts. It is based on a
bottom-up approach, starting from the level of the grower. In order to consider the
grower’s point of view on water and nutrient management, 371 growers, located all over
Europe, were interviewed using the same questionnaire (cfr D3.1 Questionnaire for
stakeholders) resulting in 513 system descriptions and evaluations ( D3.3 Benchmark
report).
In October 2016, at the benchmark workshop, the first results of this broad consultation
of growers were presented to a diverse public audience that consisted of growers,
growers’ organisations, advisors, policy makers, regional government, researchers,
industry representatives etc. The outcomes of the benchmark study conducted at the
growers’ level forms the basis for the subsequent involvement of the other stakeholders.
During the benchmark workshop, several activities were organized which facilitated the
interaction between participants, such as collaborative project presentations, working
sessions, face-to-face meeting sessions, technology showcasing, etc.
With 130 participants, from all over Europe, the benchmark workshop was a success.
Additionally, 88 participants attended the second day which consisted of a field trip
focused on regional issues and solutions regarding water management in horticultural
cropping systems.
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2 Objectives
FERTINNOWA is conducting a European-wide benchmark study to identify synergies and
bottlenecks in relation to current water use efficiency in fertigated cropping systems and
to evaluate these synergies and bottlenecks in relation to European and national water
and nutrient legislation. This study will lead to a mapping of the barriers for
implementation of innovative water management technologies and practices for
fertigated crops, taking into account the wider socio-economic context.
This benchmark study is based on a bottom-up approach, starting from the growers’ level.
In order to consider the grower’s point of view on water and nutrient management, 371
growers, located all over Europe and from South-Africa, were interviewed using the same
questionnaire (cfr D3.1 Questionnaire for stakeholders) resulting in 513 system
descriptions and evaluations ( D3.3 Benchmark report).

6

Figure 1 Overview of the locations of the grower’s questionnaires in Europe (upper figure) and in South-Africa (lower figure)
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In October 2016, the first results of this broad consultation of growers were presented to
a wide variety of stakeholders.
The aims of the benchmark workshop were to:
- highlight and disseminate the first results from the growers’ questionnaires to the
wider public.
- initiate further discussions with growers and other relevant stakeholder groups,
such as policy makers, regional authorities, industry and advisors, that focussed on
the technological, legislative and socio-economic bottlenecks, identified so far
through the questionnaire.
- initiate the development of a platform for knowledge exchange (cfr D2.2 Platform
for knowledge exchange consisting of various groups of stakeholders) by use of
working sessions, face-to-face meetings, technology market, etc.
- inform stakeholders (growers, advisors, policymakers, etc.) of the newest
developments and technologies related to fertirrigation by use of a
demonstration/information market focussing on innovative technologies that are
ready for practical use.
- provide input for T4.1 of FERTINNOWA which is the identification of remaining
gaps (technological, legislative and socio-economic)
- support WP5 “Exchange of technologies” of FERTINNOWA with the identification
of the technologies to be exchanged.
- raise awareness regarding FERTINNOWA through articles, interviews and other
media activities that commenced during the benchmark workshop.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 689687
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3 Organisation of the workshop
3.1 From a closed workshop to a public event to maximise the exchanges
Initially, the Benchmark workshop was meant to be open only to members of the FERTINNOWA
consortium and to members of the External Advisory Board1. In order to meet the aims
described above, the organizing committee decided to make the event open to the wider
public. Due to the upscaling of the event, the organisation of the workshop required more time
than initially foreseen in Annex 1 of the Grant Agreement. FERTINNOWA choosed to
collaborate very closely with VEGEPOLYS2 and Bretagne Développement Innovation 3 to cover a
part of the required effort. Nevertheless, CATE spent more time organising the event that was
originally anticipated, therefore a request for additional person months for CATE was included
in the Amendment. CATE coordinated the organisation of the workshop. The organising
committee consisted of PSKW, UAL and PCS, all members of FERTINNOWA, and VEGEPOLYS.

3.2 Collaboration with VEGEPOLYS and Enterprise Europe Network
3.2.1 VEGEPOLYS
VEGEPOLYS had planned to organise a national event regarding water management in the
autumn of 2016. Given the large overlap between the objectives of both FERTINNOWA and
those of VEGEPOLYS, the two organisations decided to collaborate. Both parties agreed to
broaden the topic of fertigation including also a focus on irrigation as to meet the objectives of
VEGEPOLYS. Water management issues and possible solutions are very similar for both
organisations.
This close collaboration turned out to be positive for both parties:
- for VEGEPOLYS:
o a broader visibility of the event
o transfer from the national dimension of their proposed event to an international
dimension
- for FERTINNOWA:
o a broader local visibility which resulted in the participation of numerous (local)
French growers, companies, …
1

FERTINNOWA Grant agreement number 689687 Annex 1 Description of Action, Part A p 17.
VEGEPOLYS is a French competitiveness cluster dedicated to plants. Competitiveness clusters were designed in
France to build synergies between firms, laboratories and training organizations. These clusters help them to work
on collaborative innovation projects aiming at the marketing of innovative products and services. VEGEPOLYS is
active in Brittany, Centre-Val-de-Loire and Pays-de-la-Loire, but is also recognized in France as an international
specialized crop production cluster which assists its members to develop their activities at international level. For
more information, visit : http://www.vegepolys.eu/
3
Bretagne Développement Innovation (BDI). Brittany's regional development and innovation agency encourages
Breton economic stakeholders to work together and plays a role in the leadership and coordination of regional
economic development and innovation strategy.
For more information, visit : http://www.bdi.fr/serving-the-regional-economy
2
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o a broad industrial network to make the technology market possible.

3.2.2 Enterprise Europe Network – Bretagne Développement Innovation
As a member of the Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) consortium, BDI supports regional
partners (SMEs, larger companies…) to expand their European connections. The EEN network
helps small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) make the most of business opportunities in
the EU and beyond. EEN enhances the development of services offered by its 600 member
organisations, connecting them with other European stakeholders. For example, most
brokerage events in Europe are organised by EEN. EEN commonly participates in international
events such as workshops and conferences which results in more effective networking for the
companies that it supports.
The close collaboration with BDI, in the organisation of the workshop, had positive results for
both parties:
- For BDI/EEN:
o a broader visibility of the event
o FERTINNOWA took part in one of the EEN demonstration videos: “Elargir son
réseau en Europe” ( “Expanding its network in Europe”) available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kRy9- For FERTINNOWA:
o a professional event platform (both in French and English), which provided:
 the facilities for participants to register and pay online
 information to participants of the event
 increased visibility of the event
 a facility to organise the face-to-face meetings
 a means to disseminate the events outcomes (presentations, list of
attendees, …)
- The event’s platform is available at https://www.b2match.eu/irrigation-fertigationevent2016

Figure 2 Impression of the Benchmark event webpage (provided by BDI)
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3.3 Translation
FERTINNOWA is a European project, however it aims to encourage local stakeholders,
especially growers, to participate in its events. FERTINNOWA is aware of these language
barriers4. From the start of FERTINNOWA, it is clear that language barriers have to be
overcome in order to reduce any ambiguity of language. Therefore the organizing committee
decided to:
- Allow speakers and attendees to speak either in French or English, which required
installation of a live translation in English and French for the plenary sessions.
- Provide the registration website in both English and French with all information
available in both languages (Annex Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.)
- Provide contacts for each language in order to support participants to complete their
registration form and to provide the short description for the participants’ portal on the
event’s webpage. Support was provided through the FERTINNOWA consortium
members for Italian, Slovenian, Dutch, German, Polish, and Spanish
(https://www.b2match.eu/irrigation-fertigation-event2016/pages/14809-contacts).
- Provide the event booklet, designed for the event and including summaries of project
presentations, practical information, presentation of organisers, list of participants etc.
in both languages (Annex Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.)

10
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4 The workshop: Meeting growers’ needs: optimal
management of irrigation and fertigation (12 October 2016)
The workshop consisted of a plenary part in the morning and parallel workshop sessions during
the afternoon. During the parallel sessions, attendees had the opportunity to either visit the
showroom, or participate in the face-to-face meetings organised by Bretagne Développement
Innovation and Enterprise Europe Network, or participate in some of the five working sessions.

4.1 Running of the day:
4.1.1 Introduction and welcome by M. Le Roux, R. de Vis, and T. Burlot
On the 12th of October, M. Leroux and Raf De Vis welcomed all participants. Mr. Thierry Burlot,
vice-president of the Brittany Region in charge of the Environment, Biodiversity and Waste,
introduced the event by recalling the importance of water management in Brittany and the
progress made by proper coordination between growers and the authorities.

11

Figure 3 T. Burlot, vice-president of the Brittany Region, introducing the event

4.1.2 Presentation of FERTINNOWA first results:
During the benchmark event, FERTINNOWA’s objectives and actions were presented to the
wider public. Furthermore, the first results of the benchmark study at the growers’ level were
shown. Although the benchmark study was not yet complete at the time of the event, these
first results from the preliminary analysis of the questionnaires for growers were essential to
initiate further discussions in the working sessions in the afternoon program. The public was
also notified about the planned actions of FERTINNOWA in the next two years and how
stakeholders can contribute to the project.
The presentation of FERTINNOWA’s first results can be found via this link:
http://www.fertinnowa.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/2-FERTINNOWA.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68jLHDOQXQg
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4.1.3 Presentation of collaborative projects:
One of the main roles of FERTINNOWA is to bridge the gap between scientific research and
growers’ practices. For this purpose, we gave a selection of national and international projects
the opportunity to present their project outcomes. All presentations had to be at the grower’s
level and had to focus on solving problems met by the growers and to propose solutions for
them. We selected the projects to ensure a diversity of cropping systems was represented
(open-field and covered conditions, soilless and soil-grown), and also important concerns noted
during growers’ interviews (biofilm development, remote control of irrigation, nutrient
leaching). We also chose to mix projects from different scales, one national, one foreign and
one European project.
The following projects were presented during the event:
 Grodan is the leader on the global market for rockwool substrates for soilless
horticulture crops. During the event, Ben Nikaj, presented the outcomes of one of their
projects aiming at providing a series of solutions to growers ensuring an optimal
management of the drainage water, considering that, for some regions in North-West
Europe, it will be soon forbidden to discharge any drainage water.
http://www.fertinnowa.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/3GRODAN_optimal_irrigation_and_fertigation_management.pdf


Marianne Moalic from Terrena presented the outcomes of the French project EVE
which focused on the use of big data for irrigation management.
http://www.fertinnowa.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/5_161004_PROJET_EVE.pdf



The Flemish REDUNG project concerning prevention of nitrate leaching by using a
model-based irrigation in sheltered lettuce cultivation was presented by Simon Craeye
from Inagro.
http://www.fertinnowa.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/6-REDUNG.pdf



The European project RIGA, concerning the development of microirrigation plastic pipes
and drips with anti-microbial and anti-roots functionalities, was presented by Joachim
Audenaert from PCS and Federico Tinivella from CERSAA.
http://www.rigaproject.eu/ficheros/video_riga.webm

4.1.4 Technology market and innovation showcasing
The adoption of innovative technologies by growers is known to be poor. Some reasons for this
phenomenon are i) the lack of time that growers have to inform themselves about innovative
technologies, ii) lack of awareness of new technologies or best practice technologies, iii) lack of
confidence in the new technologies, iv) remaining gaps between the technology and practical
implementation by the growers. In order to inform the growers and other participants present
of some innovative technologies, a technology market was organised. The focus of this market
was on showcasing technology, forcing standholders to actively demonstrate these new
technologies to the participants. The purpose of the technology market was to develop a
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 689687
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greater exchange between participants and to close the gap between growers’ needs and
supply sector’s offers. Local, as well as foreign and international companies were contacted
and offered to take part in the technology market.
From these companies, 10 exhibitors were selected by the organizing committee. This selection
was based on the innovative value of their technologies, and took into consideration that they
should tackle a diversity of issues and be suitable for diverse horticultural cropping systems.
Ten companies (Agrozone, Aqua4D, Wood Valor, CoRHIZE, Dosatron, Grodan, Hoogendoorn,
Hortimax, Lamberti, Priva) had the opportunity to showcase a range of solutions of innovative
solutions for the fertigation management.

Figure 4 Exhibitors and stakeholders exchanging during the technology market.

In order to make the technology market attractive for companies to take part in, the following
actions were carried out:
- “Pitches”, short 3 minute-talks on the stage, were organised in order to raise the interest of
attendees. Then they had the opportunity to network with the attendees in the “showroom”,
where every exhibitor had a stand and materials to showcase their technologies.

Figure 5: An exhibitor giving a pitch

-Technology market booklet: A small booklet outlining a short description of each technology
and its innovative aspects was designed and added into the participants’ case (Annex Fout!
Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.)

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 689687
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- Innovation award: The innovation award has been organized to give the possibility for the
companies showcasing their technologies to get a greater visibility if their innovation is seen by
the attendees as really valuable. A voting form was distributed in the participant case and
people could tick their “favourite innovative technology” and return it into a voting box during
the event. The winner was announced during the conclusion of the event and will have an
improved visibility on the FERTINNOWA website and will have the opportunity to have an
exhibition space during one of the two next workshops organized by FERTINNOWA. CoRHIZE
received the “Innovation Award” for the ORASA® service. It is a service which maps moisture
using capacitive sensors and soil conductivity on four simultaneous depths. The experienced
CoRHIZE Agronomy team provides technical advice on water management and fertiliser.

4.1.5 Working sessions
During the afternoon, attendees had the possibility to join several working sessions, all
focussing on a specific theme:
 Session 1: Recycling drainage in soil-less cropping: limiting ion accumulation and crop
disease chaired by Joachim Audenaert (PCS) [FR/EN]
 Session 2: Irrigation with poorer quality water: management options and technical
solutions, chaired by Willy Van Tongeren (TNO) [EN]
 Session 3: Optimising irrigation management, which tools?, chaired by Rodney
Thompson (UAL) [FR/EN]
 Session 4: Optimising nutrient management of fertigated crops: which tools? , chaired
by Eleftheria Stavridou (NIAB-EMR)[EN]
 Session 5: Limiting nutrient loss to the environment from effluents and leachate,
chaired by Alejandra Campos (FRAU) [FR/EN]
Each working session lasted one hour. A short introduction (10 minutes) was given by the chair
with a presentation summarizing the state-of-the-art on the topic, and then exchanges with
participants were conducted over 45 minutes. Three of the working sessions were livetranslated (sessions 1-3 and 5) and the 2 others were held in English only. Notes about the
exchanges were taken by a secretary.
During those working sessions, a wide variety of the stakeholders involved talked about
bottlenecks appearing in diverse cropping systems and about discovered or intended solutions.
The exchanges have been very fruitful for the FERTINNOWA team, allowing us to collect some
feedback that was missing in the questionnaire; e.g. describing specific problems or uncommon
solutions found in different situations. Those discussions resulted in a list of relevant problems
to be discussed in more detail in WP3 (Benchmark study) and WP4.1 (Identification of gaps).
Possible technologies were listed to tackle these problems. This forms an essential starting
point for WP5 (Exchange of technologies). The outcomes of the working sessions will be
implemented in both the Benchmark report (cfr. D3.3, due month 15) and the report with the
identification of gaps (cfr. D4.1, due month 18). The meeting was closed by summarising the
main findings of the working sessions.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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4.1.6 Face-to-face meeting sessions
Face-to-face meetings have proved to be a great opportunity to
enlarge a network and find new partnerships. Participants met
each other for a short time to discuss their needs, projects,
expertise, etc. During the event, three face-to-face meeting
sessions were scheduled. Each session had three timeslots of 20
minute meetings. Before the event, participants could contact
each other and invite other participants of interest to take part in
these sessions and schedule meetings through the events web
platform, provided by EEN (cfr. 3.2.2). Participants were
encouraged to publish a cooperation profile and to describe in
detail their interests, expertise, and needs related to irrigation
and/or fertigation. 123 participants created a profile on this web
platform and profiles totalled more than 1200 views before the
event, meaning that this tool significantly raised the interest of
participants. By the end of 2016, the profiles totalled more than
2200 views, highlighting the efficacy of this platform for forging
further connections between stakeholders.
Eighteen attendees participated in face-to-face meetings,
resulting in nine meetings planned before the event through the
web platform. During the event, some people used the face-toface meeting event to meet each other spontaneously.

15

Figure 6: Screenshot of the event
webpage
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4.2 Attendance
130 stakeholders from 13 different countries attended the workshop. The feedback was
overwhelmingly positive, with stakeholders commenting that they had found it to be useful,
inspiring and thought-provoking. The researchers involved welcomed the opportunity to work
with such a diverse, knowledgeable and engaged group of stakeholders.

University /
Research
institute /
Laboratory
28%
Professional
federation /
Professional
organization
10%
Press
3%

Authority
/Government
/ Public
agency
5%

Cluster
1%

Company
40%

Other
organisation
type
5%

Grower
8%

Figure 7: Distribution of the types of participants attending the workshop
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In Figure 8, the diversity of stakeholders attending the benchmark workshop can be observed:
-40% representatives from supplier companies were present. It shows a real interest from the
supplier sector to be as close as possible to the needs of the growers. They also used the event
to contact other possible partners, for potential future projects.
-28% of the attendees originated from the research sector. This category includes a part of the
FERTINNOWA consortium.
- The end users were well represented, since almost 20% of the attendees were growers (8%)
or part of a growers’ organisation(10%).
Other stakeholders were public bodies (5%) , press (3%).

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
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4.2.1 Working sessions:
Working sessions 1, 3 and 5 were attended by a high number of people (more than 70).
Working sessions 2 and 4 had a limited attendance due to the size of the room (25 seats only).
It should be noted (Figure 9) that working sessions were attended by a diversity of
stakeholders, especially the live-translated ones.
120
Other organisation type

100
80

Cluster

60

University / Research institute /
Laboratory

40

Professional federation /
Professional organization

20

Grower

0
WS1

WS2

WS3

WS4

Company

WS5

Figure 8: Participants attending working sessions

4.2.2 Face-o-face meetings:
Figure 10 shows the attendance of the face-to-face meetings. Participants registering for these
sessions were mostly companies’ representatives, but also researchers and growers’
representatives.
14
Other organisation type

12
10

University / Research institute / Laboratory

8
6

Professional federation / Professional organization
4
2
Company
0
session1

session2

session3

Figure 9: Participants attending face-to-face meetings
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4.3 Participants’ feedback:
-

A satisfaction survey has been sent by BDI to the participants in order to collect their
feedback on the quality of the event.
The majority of respondents (28) were satisfied of the event organisation and the faceto-face meeting activity (Figure 11)

Did the event meet your expectations?
Relevance of the meetings
Quality of profiles

Excellent

Meeting duration

Good

Management of the appointments

Average

General organization

Fair

Location

Poor

Assistance before and during the event
Website

0

10

20

30

Figure 10: feedback from participants on several aspects of the event organisation
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5 Field visits (13 October 2016)
5.1 Objective
One of FERTINNOWA’s goals is to promote knowledge exchange. Field visits are one of the most
efficient ways to promote this. Therefore, FERTINNOWA gave participants the opportunity to
visit some local growers, in order to see some of the issues experienced regarding water
management for fertigated crops and also to show some of the adopted solutions. Growers
explained their motives behind selecting specific technologies, which are often not restricted to
technical motives.

5.2 Agenda
Given the timing of the workshop, the season of most outdoor crops had already ended.
Therefore, the focus of most field visits was on covered crops. To optimise the comprehension
of the systems, posters explaining the functioning of the fertigation system on the farms were
prepared for each visit (Annex Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.). For each visit a detailed
report was uploaded on the FERTINNOWA website and published in the FERTINNOWA
newsletter. The following visits were carried out:
1. CATE, the experimental research centre on fresh vegetables, partner of FERTINNOWA
project (Figure 12): http://www.fertinnowa.com/understanding-local-challenges-related19

Figure 11: Visit of the greenhouse and the lysimetric compartments in CATE experimental centre

irrigation-fertilisation-station-experimentale-du-cate/
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2. SARL du Hun, a family business growing vine tomato on 9ha in soilless greenhouses

Figure 12: Focus on water ressource management at SARL du Hun

Figure 13): http://www.fertinnowa.com/adapting-rain-water-use-tomato-greenhouse-sarl-duhun-taule/

3. EARL Le Bihan, a company growing a diversity of tomato varieties on 2,8ha of soilless
greenhouses (Figure 14: http://www.fertinnowa.com/successful-implementationbiofiltration-earl-le-bihan/
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Figure 13: Focus on water treatment at EARL Le Bihan
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4. GAEC Mezavern, an ornamental nursery company, growing mainly potted bamboo on
10ha (Figure 15): http://www.fertinnowa.com/managing-irrigation-fertigation-diversity-

Figure 14: Focus on diversified management for a large range of crops at GAEC Mezavern

ornamental-plants/
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5.3 Attendance
88 participants attended the field visits. The
majority of the participants were from the research
sector, including FERTINNOWA consortium. Supply
companies were still very present, representing
almost 30 % of the attendees. More growers were
present during this day (15% of the participants);
local growers attended the field trip, as well as a
group of growers (7) from Navarra. They enjoyed
the chance to make a professional trip and visit
different farms in France. Since they have similar
soilless, covered systems for vegetable production
but without drainage recycling, they had the
opportunity to see that it can be well-managed and
valuable. This is a path towards improvements.

Participants to the field trip
Public
agency
6%
Cluster
1%
University /
Research
institute
40%

Professional
organisatio
n
8%

Company
29%

Grower
16%

Figure 15: Types of participants present at the field trip
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Figure 16: The two participant groups
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6 Communication
6.1 To announce the event:

-

Major effort was put into the communication for the event. The local networks were
activated by VEGEPOLYS, BDI and CATE, and the international network from
FERTINNOWA members and EEN gave the opportunity to advertise the event at a
European scale:
Examples of communication channels used to advertise the event:
Dedicated registration platform for the event with all information available ( provided
by BDI and EEN, Annex 8.1.)
FERTINNOWA newsletter (cfr deliverable reports D6.3 2nd E-newsletter and D6.4 Enewsletter)
VEGEPOLYS newsletter and website (France)
Announcements in Proeftuinnieuws (Belgium)
Announcement on EIP Agri Website and newsletter (Europe)
Newsletter Hortidaily (the Netherlands, Europe)
Websites partners (Europe)
EEN European agenda (Europe)
BDI newsletter (France)
Social media: posts on Twitter and Facebook shared by different members of the
consortium.
A flyer was edited to advertise the event (Annex 8.6)

6.2 To report the event:
This event significantly raised awareness around FERTINNOWA at the regional and European
level.
The national and local specialized agricultural press announced the event and related the
event. Five regional and national journalists were present at the event.
Examples of communication channels used to report the event (Annex 8.5.)
-

FERTINNOWA newsletter (cfr deliverable reports D6.3 2nd E-newsletter and D6.4 Enewsletter)
Article in Terra (Brittany)
Article in Paysan Breton (Brittany)
Article in Réussir Fruits & Légumes (France)
Article in Culture légumière (France)
Article in Proeftuinnieuws (Belgium)
Websites partners (Europe) :
-PCG: http://www.pcgroenteteelt.be/nl-nl/Projecten/Europa/Horizon_2020/FERT/bretoensetelers-zetten-in-op-duurzamer-watergebruik
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-INTIA:
http://www.intiasa.es/en/component/content/article/27-comunicacion/889-intiaparticipa-en-el-primer-taller-de-transferencia-del-proyecto-fertinnowa.html
-CDR: http://www.cdr.gov.pl/57-aktualnoci/cdr-informuje/2050-projekt-fertinnowa
-Fundacion Cajamar: https://www.cajamar.es/es/comun/informacion-corporativa/fondosocial/innovacion-agroalimentaria/noticias-agro/ano-2016/nov-2016/segunda-asambleageneral-del-proyecto-fertinnowa/
-

Social media: posts on Twitter and Facebook shared by different members of the
consortium.
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7 Conclusion
FERTINNOWA’s first international event can be called a success for different reasons:
- The workshop initiated intense discussions between the wide variety of stakeholders
involved, resulting in a list of relevant problems to be discussed in more detail in WP3
(Benchmark study) and WP4.1 (Identification of gaps). Possible technologies were listed
to tackle these problems, which forms an essential starting point for WP5 (Exchange of
technologies).
- Increased impact compared to the initial set up as described in the Grant agreement5.
Initially, the Benchmark workshop was meant to be open to consortium members and
members of the External Advisory Board only. During the workshop, 36 consortium
members and 11 members of the EAB were present, 47 attendees in total. During the
event, the FERTINNOWA project and its outcomes were disseminated to 130
participants (consortium members and members of the EAB included) from all over
Europe. Additional to the countries represented in the consortium, there were
participants from Sweden, Georgia and Switzerland.
- An intensive campaign was set up to promote the workshop, leading to an increased
awareness of the FERTINNOWA project in the wider audience.
- Important participation of growers and grower organisations:
Almost 20% of the attendees consisted of growers or grower organisations, which is a
high rate considering the international character of this event. Providing bilateral
translation (English to French and vice versa) was essential to enable the growers to
participate.
- Close collaboration between several national and European initiatives:
The workshop was a result of a close collaboration between different European
(FERTINNOWA and Enterprise Europe Network (EEN)), national and local networks
(Vegepolys, BDI and CATE).
- Active involvement of the stakeholders: This event was an opportunity for the project
to make its actions with stakeholders concrete and to implement a bottom-up
approach. The involvement and the gathering of complementary groups of stakeholders
(researchers, advisors, growers, suppliers, local authorities) was a real added-value for
the event. This lead to fruitful exchanges between the consortium and the participants,
and resulted in qualitative inputs to the project.

Reflections:
- Mainly French growers (10) and French growers’ organisations (7) participated. During
the day of field visits, also a delegation of Spanish growers (20) joined the visits as they
were already on a tour through Brittany. Further, also growers attended from Spain (1),
Poland (1), and Slovenia (1). All these foreign growers are members of the EAB, which
received financial support for their travel expenses. This again stresses the importance
of financial support to make growers come to international meetings. In future it’s

5

FERTINNOWA Grant agreement number 689687 Annex 1 Description of Action, Part A p 17.
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maybe better to organise local workshops and invite foreign speakers in order to get a
greater involvement from end-users.
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Annex 8.1

Annex 8.2

Participant booklet
Meeting growers’ needs: optimal management of
irrigation & fertigation
12-13 October 2016, Saint-Pol-de-Léon, France
Gestion de l'irrigation et de la fertirrigation :
quels besoins aujourd'hui et quelles solutions?
12-13 octobre 2016, Saint-Pol-de-Léon, France

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 68968.
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Agenda [EN]
12th of October , 2016
08:00 - 08:30
08:30-9:00

09:00-09:35
09:35-10:00
10:00- 10:30
10:30-10:50
10:50-11:50

Registration
Welcome and introduction of the event by T.Burlot, vice-president of Brittany
Council in charge of the environment
Presentation of the organisers
Presentation of FERTINNOWA benchmark study’s results
Speakers: Els Berckmoes & Esther Lechevallier
Drain Water Recycling
Speaker: Ben Nikaj, Grodan
Exhibitors’ flash presentations
Agrozone - Aqua4D – Bois Valor – CoRhize- Dosatron
Coffee break
Presentation of collaborative projects
- EVE: Big data for irrigation management, speaker: Marianne Moalic
- REDUNG: Prevention of nitrate leaching by using a model based irrigation in
sheltered lettuce cultivation, speaker: Simon Craeye
- RIGA: Microirrigation plastic pipes and drips with anti-microbial and anti-roots
functionalities, speakers: Joachim Audenaert & Federico Tinivella

11:50- 12:15

Exhibitors’ flash presentations
Grodan -Hoogendoorn – Hortimax – Lamberti - Priva

12:15-13:45
Afternoon

Lunch

Technology
market
One-to-one
meetings

13:00-17:00

Working
sessions

17:20-18:00

18:00-19 :00

Showroom (10 stands) of exhibitors showcasing their innovative
technologies
13:45-14:45
One-to-one meetings, session 1
15:00-16:00
One-to-one meetings, session 2
16:15-17:15
One-to-one meetings, session 3
13:45-14:45
WS1 Recycling drainage in soil-less cropping: limiting ion
accumulation and crop disease [FR/EN]
Animator: Joachim Audenaert (PCS)
WS2 Irrigation with poorer quality water: management options
and technical solutions [EN]
Animator: Willy Van Tongeren (TNO)
15:00-16-00
WS3 Optimising irrigation management, which tools? [FR/EN]
Animator: Rodney Thompson (UAL)
16:15-17-15
WS4: Optimising nutrient management of fertigated crops: which
tools? [EN]
Animator: Eleftheria Stavridou (NIAB-EMR)
WS5: Limiting nutrient loss to the environment from effluents and
leachate [FR/EN]
Animator: Alejandra Campos (FRAU)
Closing session: Summary of the output of working sessions, announcement of
winner of the innovation award and conclusion of the event
Intervenant: Raf De Vis (PSKW)
Closing cocktail

Location

Amphitheatre

Cocktail room

Amphitheatre

Showroom
Amphitheatre
( back part)
Amphitheatre
( front part)

Room 4
Amphitheatre
( front part)
Room 4
Amphitheatre
( front part)
Amphitheatre
( front part)
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13th of October , 2016

English speaking group
08:30
08:45
09:00
10:00
10:30
11:30
12:00
13:00
13:30
14:30
15:00
16:00

MEETING TIME for Departure from Kerisnel
Kerisnel, Saint-Pol-de-Léon
CATE
Experimental centre for vegetable production in Brittany
Transfer
SARL du HUN, Taule
9ha tomato cropping under greenhouse in soilless conditions, irrigated with rainwater
Transfer
Lunch at Tal ar Milin, Taulé
Transfer
GAEC Mezavern , Plouénan
Ornamental plants, nursery stock, specialized in bamboo cropping, drainage water harvesting
Transfer
EARL Le Bihan , Plouénan
3ha tomato cropping under greenhouse, reuse of drainage and treatment with biofiltration
Transfer back to Kerisnel
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Agenda [FR]
12 Octobre 2016
08:00 - 08:30
08:30-9:00

09:00-09:35
09 :35-10:00
10:00- 10:30
10:30-10:50
10:50-11:50

11:50- 12:15
12:15-13:45
Après-midi:
Mini-salon
d’exposistion
Rendez-vous
One-to-one
Ateliers

17:20-18:00

18:00-19 :00

Enregistrement
Lieu
Accueil et introduction de l’évènement par T.Burlot, vice-président de la région
Bretagne en charge de l’environnement,
Présentation des organisateurs
Présentation des premiers résultats du projet FERTINNOWA
Intervenants: Els Berckmoes & Esther Lechevallier
Amphithéâtre
Recyclage du drainage
Intervenant : Ben Nikaj
Pitch des exposants :
Agrozone - Aqua4D – Bois Valor – CoRhize- Dosatron
Pause café
Présentation de projets collaboratifs
-EVE : Le bigdata au service du pilotage de l'irrigation, intervenant: Marianne
Moalic
-REDUNG : Gestion de l'irrigation de la salade sous abri à l'aide de la
modélisation pour réduire les risques de lessivage des nitrates,
intervenant: Simon Craeye
Amphithéâtre
-RIGA : Mise au point de canalisations et goutteurs en plastiques avec propriétés
anti-microbiennes et anti-racinaires, intervenants: Joachim Audenaert &
Federico Tinivella
Pitch des exposants :
Grodan - Hoogendoorn – Hortimax – Lamberti - Priva
Déjeuner
13:00-17:00

Espace exposants (10 stands) et présentations de technologies
innovantes
13:45-14:45 Rendez-vous bilatéraux session 1
15:00-16:00 Rendez-vous bilatéraux session 2
16:15-17:15 Rendez-vous bilatéraux session 3
13:45-14:45 WS1 Recyclage du drainage dans les systèmes hors-sol : limiter
l’accumulation ionique et les maladies [FR/EN]
Animateur: Joachim Audenaert (PCS)
WS2 Quelles options de gestion et solutions techniques pour
irriguer avec de l'eau de faible qualité? [EN]
Animateur: Willy Van Tongeren (TNO)
15:00-16-00 WS3 Quels outils pour optimiser la gestion de l’irrigation?
[FR/EN]
Animateur: Rodney Thompson (UAL)
16:15-17-15 WS4 Quels outils pour optimiser la gestion de la fertilisation en
cultures fertirriguées? [EN]
Animateur: Eleftheria Stravidou (NIAB-EMR)
WS5 Gérer la fertilisation et les effluents afin de limiter le
lessivage des nutriments [FR/EN]
Animateur : Alejandra Campos (FRAU)
Conclusion: Restitution des résultats des ateliers, annonce du gagnant du prix de
l’innovation et clôture de l’évènement
Intervenant: Raf De Vis (PSKW)
Cocktail de clôture

Showroom
Amphithéâtre
(arrière)
Amphithéâtre
(estrade)
Salle 4
Amphithéâtre
(estrade)
Salle 4

Amphithéâtre
(estrade)
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13 octobre 2016
08:35
09:00
10:00
10:30
11:30
12:00
13:00
13:30
14:30
15:00
16:00

Groupe francophone
HEURE DE RENDEZ-VOUS pour Départ du Kerisnel, Saint-Pol-de-Léon
Serres SARL du Hun, Taulé
9ha de culture de tomates hors-sol irriguées à l’eau de pluie
Trajet
CATE, Saint-Pol-de-Léon
Station régionale d’expérimentation en légumes et plantes ornementales
Trajet
Lunch at Kerisnel, Saint-Pol-de-Léon
Trajet
EARL Le Bihan, Plouénan
3 ha de culture de tomates hors-sol, recyclage du drainage par biofiltration
Trajet
GAEC Mezavern , Plouénan
Plantes de pépinière, spécialisé en bambou, récupération de l’eau de pluie et de drainage
Retour au Kerisnel
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Organisers presentation [EN]
FERTINNOWA is a European Union (EU) funded thematic network set up in the framework of the EU
H2020 research and innovation program.
The overall objectives of the network are the provision of information and active dissemination of
innovative technologies and practices for fertigation of diverse horticultural crops. More specific
objectives are: (1) creation of an extensive database of the innovative technologies and practices, and
(2) development of an effective knowledge exchange platform for diverse stakeholders (advisors,
growers, industry, researchers, policy-makers, environmental groups etc.) of information relevant to
farm management, and to regional, socio-economic and regulatory issues. The project will identify the
most promising technologies and Best Management Practices (BMPs), and ensure wide dissemination
to all types of stakeholders. The project will also identify existing bottlenecks, and will suggest solutions
to close the gaps between available knowledge and growers’ practices. The consortium consists of 23
partners (applied research centres, advisory bodies, universities, industry, SME) from 10 countries.
For more information, please visit our website: http://www.fertinnowa.com/.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 689687
VEGEPOLYS is a French competitiveness cluster dedicated to plants. Competitiveness clusters were
designed in France to build synergies between firms, laboratories and training organizations. These
clusters help them to work on collaborative innovation projects aiming at the marketing of innovative
products and services.
The cluster consists of a network of 380 members from various areas of specialized crop production
(ornamental horticulture, arboriculture, viticulture, vegetable production, cultivated mushrooms,
aromatic and medicinal plants, seeds, agricultural supplies, agricultural machinery, software).
VEGEPOLYS is active in Brittany, Centre-Val-de-Loire and Pays-de-la-Loire, but is also recognized in
France as an international specialized crop production cluster which assists its members to develop
their activities at international level.
For more information, please visit our website: http://www.vegepolys.eu/en/home/
CATE is an applied research centre located in the heart of the horticultural production area of Brittany.
The centre carries out regional, national and European research programs on fresh vegetables (both in
open-field conditions and in greenhouses), ornamentals and cultivated mushrooms. The
experimentations aim to find technical solutions to growers’ needs, as well as exploring diversification
and specialization. The station carries out trials on varieties, plant protection & IPM, fertilization,
energy savings, Best Management Practices, post-harvest quality preservation, etc. The centre counts a
team of 22 people, a 16 ha experimental farm, 9000 m² of greenhouses and plastic shelters, and other
facilities such as: lysimetric compartments, tray fields for ornamentals and nursery stock, post-harvest
chambers, weather station and mushroom growing chamber.
For more information, please visit our website: http://www.station-cate.fr/stationexperimentale/about-us/
Bretagne Développement Innovation (BDI), Brittany's regional development and innovation agency,
encourages Breton economic stakeholders to work together and plays a role in the leadership and
coordination of regional economic development and innovation strategy.
BDI is member of Enterprise Europe Network (EEN), the world's largest support network for small and
medium sized businesses (SMEs) with international ambitions. Bringing together around 600 business
support organisations from more than 60 countries our experts can help you to find international
business partners, source new technologies and receive EU funding or finance. And they can advise you
on issues so diverse as intellectual property, going international, or EU law and standards. For more
information about the EEN contact point in Bretagne please contact : Mr Pierre SERVEL, +33 2 99 67 42
04, p.servel@bdi.fr.
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Présentation des organisateurs [FR]
FERTINNOWA est un réseau thématique européen mis en place dans le cadre du programme
européen de recherche et d’innovation H2020.
Les objectifs du projet sont de mettre à disposition l’information relative aux technologies et
pratiques innovantes dans le domaine de la fertirrigation des diverses cultures horticoles. Les
objectifs spécifiques sont : (1) créer une base de données réunissant les connaissances sur les
technologies et pratiques utilisées pour la fertirrigation des cultures horticoles, ainsi que (2)
développer une plateforme d’échange d’information sur la gestion technique des systèmes de
culture, sur les problématiques socio-économiques, réglementaires ou régionales, qui intégrera
une multitude d’acteurs (conseillers, producteurs, industriels, chercheurs, décideurs politiques,
groupes environnementaux, etc.). Le projet a pour but d’identifier les technologies les plus
prometteuses et les Meilleurs Pratiques (BMPs), et ensuite assurer une diffusion de l’information
à tous les acteurs impliqués. Les freins et obstacles à leur adoption seront également identifiés,
et le projet travaillera sur les possibles solutions afin de réduire l’écart entre les pratiques des
producteurs et l’état des connaissances actuelles. Le consortium est composé de 23 membres
(stations expérimentales, conseillers, universités, industriels, PME) de 10 pays.
Pour
plus
d’information,
rendez-vous
sur
notre
site
internet: http://www.fertinnowa.com/?lang=fr
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement No 689687
VEGEPOLYS est un pôle de compétitivité rassemblant des entreprises, des centres de recherche
et de formation du domaine du végétal autour de projets innovants pour renforcer la
compétitivité des entreprises.
Le pôle représente un réseau de 380 adhérents des filières du végétal (ornement, arboriculture,
viticulture, maraîchage, champignons, plantes médicinales, aromatiques et à parfum, semences,
agroéquipement et agrofourniture).
VEGEPOLYS est implanté en Bretagne, Centre-Val-de-Loire et Pays-de-la-Loire, mais a également
pour vocation de favoriser le développement de ses membres à l'international.
Pour plus d’information, rendez-vous sur notre site internet: http://www.vegepolys.eu/
Le CATE est une station expérimentale située au cœur de la zone de production horticole
bretonne.
La station conduit des programmes d’expérimentation au niveau régional, national et européen
portant sur les légumes (en plein champ et sous serre), les plantes ornementales et les
champignons cultivés. Les expérimentations ont pour objectif de trouver des solutions
techniques aux besoins des producteurs, mais aussi d’explorer les voies de la diversification et de
la segmentation. La station conduit des essais sur les variétés, la protection des plantes, les
pratiques de fertilisation, les économies d’énergies, la conservation post-récolte, etc. La station
est équipée d’une ferme expérimentale de 16ha, de 9000m² de serres verre et d’abris plastiques,
et d’autres dispositifs tels que : des cases lysimétriques, une aire de culture pour les plantes
ornementales et la pépinière, des cellules de conservation post-récolte, une station
météorologique et une chambre de culture de champignons.
Pour plus d’information, rendez-vous sur notre site internet: http://www.station-cate.fr/
Bretagne Développement Innovation (BDI), l'agence régionale de développement et
d'innovation, regroupe les acteurs économiques du territoire autour de projets communs afin
de répondre aux enjeux économiques de demain et faire de la Bretagne un territoire attractif.
BDI est membre de Enterprise Europe Network (EEN), le plus grand réseau européen dédié à
l'innovation et à l'internationalisation des petites et moyennes entreprises (PME). Avec plus de
600 membres de plus de 60 pays, le réseau apporte aux PME un service de support lors de leur
recherche de partenaires internationaux, leur demande de financements européens ou leur
développement à l'international. Nos experts peuvent aussi vous conseiller sur des questions
diverses telles que la législation européenne et la propriété intellectuelle.
Pour plus d'information sur les services EEN en Bretagne, veuillez contacter M. Pierre
SERVEL, +33 2 99 67 42 04, p.servel@bdi.fr.
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List of attendees/ Liste des participants
Last Name

First Name

Organisation

Email

ABJEAN-UGUEN

Alice

CERAFEL

a.abjean.uguen@cerafel.com

Appelman

Wilfred

TNO

wilfred.appelman@tno.nl

Audenaert

Joachim

PCS - Ornamental Plant Research

joachim.audenaert@pcsierteelt.be

BARBARY

Arnaud

Bretagne Plants

a.barbary@plantsdebretagne.com

Berckmoes

Els

els.berckmoes@proefstation.be

Berthelier

Olivier

Proefstation voor de Groenteteelt - Research
Station for Vegetable Production
PRIVA BV

BESSONNEAU

David

CMF

l.antier@cmf-groupe.com

Bizzaro

Sylvie

EnerCat SAS

s.bizzaro@enercat.fr

BORALI

Patrice

SQUIBAN

borali.patrice@squiban.com

BRULE

Anthony

Chambre Agriculture

anthony.brule@finistere.chambagri.fr

Callens

Danny

Inagro

danny.callens@inagro.be

Campillo

Carlos

carlos.campillo@gobex.es

Campos Cuellar

Alejandra

carduner

solene

Centro de Investigaciones Científicas y
Tecnológicas de Extremadura (CICYTEX)
Fraunhofer Institute for Interfacial Engineering
and Biotechnology (IGB)
smega

Castro León

José

La Unió de Llauradors i Ramaders

jcastro@launio.org

Causarano

Giovanna

Centro Seia srl società agricola

giovanna.causarano@centroseia.it

Charrière

Séverine

Agrosolutions

scharriere@agrosolutions.com

Chaussepied

Dominique

Richel Equipement

dominique.chaussepied@richel.fr

CHEREL

Pierre

RF TRACK

pierre.cherel@rf-track.com

CHIRIJIAN

Nicolas

CMF

cmfcommunication@cmf-groupe.com

Claire

GOILLON

APREL

goillon@aprel.fr

Cochez

Koen

Flemish Land Agency

koen.cochez@vlm.be

Couture

Gregory

AB Ludvig Svensson

gregory.couture@ludvigsvensson.com

Craeye

Simon

Inagro

simon.craeye@inagro.be

Cuevas

Cécile

CCC

troisccc@gmail.com

dadolle

laurent

Lamberti France

laurent.dadolle@lamberti.com

Daminet

Claude

SAS Corhize

claude.daminet@corhize.com

DARE

ELISABETH

SARL ANAHO

e.dare@anaho.fr

de Haan

Cees

Agrozone BV

cdh@agrozone.nl

de Paz

Jose Miguel

depaz_jos@gva.es

De Vis

Raf

Instituto Valenciano de Investigaciones Agrarias
(IVIA) - Generalitat valenciana (GV)
Proefstation voor de Groenteteelt

DECONINCK

Baptiste

SICA Saint Pol de Leon

technicien@sicakerisnel.com

Degive

Benoît

Redebel s.a.

b.degive@redebel.com

Delaunay

Claire

VEGEPOLYS

claire.delaunay@vegepolys.eu

D'HOOGHE

Philippe

SILEBAN

p.dhooghe@sileban.fr

Werner

Redebel s.a.

w.dumont@redebel.com

Serge

CoRHIZE sarl

serge.escuraing@corhize.com

Evain

sebastien

WEENAT

sebastien.evain@weenat.com

Faure

CharlesHenri
Céline

Aqua-4D Water Solutions (Planet Horizons
Technologies)
Coopérative Maraîchère de l'Ouest SCA

faure@aqua4d.com

Dumont
Chassart
ESCURAING

Favé

de

olivier.berthelier@priva.fr

alejandra.campos@igb.fraunhofer.de
solene.carduner@smega.fr

raf.de.vis@proefstation.be

celine.fave@saveol.com
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Fila

Justyna

Agricultural Advisory Center (CDR)

j.fila@cdr.gov.pl

FOUGERE

HUBERT

BOREALIS LAT

hubert.fougere@borealisgroup.com

FRANCOIS

VION-DURY

NAANDAN JAIN fRANCE

francois.viondury@naandanjain.fr

Fredaigue

Silvere

Bois Valor

silvere.fredaigue@boisvalor.fr

Gard

Benjamin

Ctifl / APREL

gard@ctifl.fr

GARREAU

jean luc

NSA

info@nsa-composants.fr

Gauvin

Julie

Terres de Saint Malo

p.gauvin_tsm@orange.fr

Gauvrit

Emilie

FLOREALE HOLDING

emgauvrit@floreale.eu

GOUZY

DAVID

ucpt

d.gouzy@ucpt-paimpol.com

GRANDIERE

Bruno

OCENE

b.grandiere@ocene.fr

Granell Ruiz

Rafael

Instituto Valenciano de Investigaciones Agrarias

granell_raf@gva.es

Grimault

Sylvain

Richel Equipement

sylvain.grimault@richel.fr

GUILLOU

Alain

CATE

alain.guillou@cate.bzh

Hand

Ronald

Proeftuin Zwaagdijk

ronaldhand@proeftuinzwaagdijk.nl

HENOCQUE

Christophe

OBS

christophe.henocque@o-b-s.com

Horvat

Joze

Vrtnarstvo Hrovat

zelenjava.horvat@siol.net

JEZEQUEL

RONAN

CORIA

ronan.coria@orange.fr

JULIETTE

CLEMENT

Vegenov

clement@vegenov.com

Key

Georgina

AHDB

georgina.key@ahdb.org.uk

Klamkowski

Krzysztof

Research Institute of Horticulture

krzysztof.klamkowski@inhort.pl

Kresnik

Katarina

KGZS- Zavod Maribor

katarina.kresnik@kmetijski-zavod.si

Kwast

Anke

Yara International

anke.kwast@yara.com

Lachurie

Jérôme

ARIA

j.lachurie@ariahorti.fr

Lafarga

Alberto

INTIA

alafarga@intiasa.es

Lahoz

Inmaculada

INTIA

ilahoz@saremail.com

lambert

lca

marie-odile.lambert@loiret.chambagri.fr

launois

Marie
odile
jean luc

DOSATRON INTERNATIONAL

jl.launois@dosatron.com

LE CORRE

Daniel

Vegenov

lecorre@vegenov.com

Le Neouanic

Marie

mleneouanic@roullier.com

Le Roux

Michel

Lechevallier

Esther

Lepennetier

Aurélien

Agro Innovation International - Roullier - Timac
Agro
CATE-Station d'expérimentation légumière et
horticole
CATE-Station d'expérimentation légumière et
horticole
VEGEPOLYS

L'Hostis

Alain

AQUATIRIS

alain.lhostis@aquatiris.fr

loic

debiolles

Haifa France

loic.debiolles@haifa-group.com

loiseau

maria

ESA Ecole superieur d'Agriculture

m.loiseau@groupe-esa.com

Magán

Juan José

Fundación Cajamar

juanjosemagan@fundacioncajamar.com

Magras

André

DNRSYS

andre.magras@dnrsys.fr

MAILLARD

Elodie

AQUATIRIS

elodie.maillard@aquatiris.fr

Marhic

Jean Victor

Bretagne Plants

j.marhic@plantsdebretagne.com

Marie-Claire

PAJOT

AUREA AGROSCIENCES

mc.pajot@aurea.eu

MARY

Laurent

laurent.mary@astredhor.fr

Melis

Peter

CATE- Station expérimentale légumière et
horticole
Proefcentrum Hoogstraten vzw

Michel

JeanCharles
Sandra

AGROCAMPUS OUEST

jean-charles.michel@agrocampusouest.fr
sandramillan24@hotmail.com

Millan

Centro

de

Investigaciones

Científicas

y

michel.leroux@cate.bzh
esther.lechevallier@cate.bzh
emeline.defossez@vegepolys.eu

peter.melis@proefcentrum.be
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Tecnológicas de Extremadura (CICYTEX)
Milone

Franck

DELLED

franck@delled.fr

Minisini

Sara

BDI

s.minisini@bdi.fr

MOALIC

Marianne

TERRENA

mmoalic@terrena.fr

Mol

Pieter

Svensson

pieter.mol@ludvigsvensson.com

NADIRADZE

Dr. Kakha

Association for Farmers Rights Defense, AFRD

kakhanadirad@gmail.com

NEDELLEC

Amandine

CMI-AII

amandine.nedellec@roullier.com

Ngo-Dinh

Charlotte

AGRO INNOVATION INTERNATIONAL

charlotte.ngodinh@roullier.com

Nicoleau

Kevin

OBS

kevin.nicoleau@o-b-s.com

Nikaj

Ben

GRODAN

ben.nikaj@grodan.com

Perez Lazaro

Ruth

New Water Culture Foundation

rperezlazaro@gmail.com

plassard

brigitte

cooperative maraichère de l'ouest

brigitte.plassard@saveol.com

Pusenjak

Misa

KGZS- Zavod MB

misa.pusenjak@kmetijski-zavod.si

Rademakers

Harriette

Grodan

harriette.rademakers@grodan.com

Roca

Dolors

roca_dolfer@gva.es

ROHART

Emmanuel

Instituto Valenciano de Investigaciones Agrarias
(IVIA) - Generalitat valenciana (GV)
EnerCat SAS

ROUDAUT

Rémy

SICA Saint Pol de Leon

rroudaut@sicakerisnel.com

Rozec

Eric

GRODAN

eric.rozec@grodan.com

Salaün

Marine

m.salaun@terresdestmalo.com

Sekowski

Mateusz

Chambre d'agriculture d'Ille-et-Vilaine/Terres de
Saint Malo
The Agricultural Advisory Center

Sellin

Guillaume

Premier Tech Horticulture

selg@premiertech.com

servel

pierre

Bretagne Développement Innovation

p.servel@bdi.fr

SEVERE

Jean Paul

CATE

flodigary@libertysurf.fr

SIMON

Mathieu

Centre R&D Nestlé Tours

mathieu.simon@rdto.nestle.com

SQUIBAN

Mickaël

SQUIBAN

mickael@squiban.com

Stavridou

Eleftheria

East Malling Research

eleftheria.stavridou@emr.ac.uk

Suárez-Rey

Elisa

IFAPA

elisam.suarez@juntadeandalucia.es

Suhl

Johanna

suhl@igb-berlin.de

Szydlo

Wieslaw

Thompson

Rodney

Leibniz-Institute of Freshwater Ecology and
Inland Fisheries (IGB)
Szkolka Drzew i Krzewow Ozdobnych „Iglak
Niewierz”
Universidad de Almería

Tinivella

Federico

Centro di Sperimentazione e Assistenza Agricola

federico.tinivella@gmail.com

Jadwiga

Reasearch Institute of Horticulture

jadwiga.treder@inhort.pl

Juan

FENACORE
(Federacion
Comunidades de Regantes)

Rian

Greenport Noord-Holland Noord

m.hermus@greenportnhn.nl

Van Damme

Ingrid

Proefstation voor de Groenteteelt vzw

ingrid.van.damme@proefstation.be

van Niekerk

Ockie

Optima Agrik

ockievn@varswater.com

van Tongeren

Willy

TNO

willy.vantongeren@tno.nl

Vandewoestijne

Elise

VINCENT

AUBRET

Vegetable research
(Belgium)
HortiMaX SARL

VITRE

Alain

Scea TOMAVISO

Treder
VALERO
PALMA
MANGLANO
Van Dam

DE

centre

Nacional

de

East-Flanders

e.rohart@enercat.fr

m.sekowski@cdr.gov.pl

niewierz@gmail.com
rodney@ual.es

jvdepalma@acequiarj.es

elise@pcgroenteteelt.be
vaubret@hortimax.fr
alain.vitre@orange.fr
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Drain water recycling [EN]
Ben Nikaj -Grodan
Worldwide increasing water shortages and competition for freshwater is raising the awareness that
water use efficiency is a necessity in greenhouse horticulture. Releasing drain water (containing
fertiliser & plant protection products) from the greenhouse into the environment can also
compromise surface and ground water quality. For these reasons water and fertilizer management
practices are already highlighted as “key performance indicators” that growers should address when
benchmarking and measuring their environmental performance.
Hydroponic cultivation in greenhouses is a highly efficient and sustainable method of production as
the drain water can be recycled.
Over the years, many studies have been conducted to resolve technical (installation) and
physiological (growth) problems related to recycling drain water. Despite these efforts, commercial
growers sometimes hesitate to (fully) recycle nutrient solutions. This is often attributed to a lack of
knowledge, lack of confidence in drain water quality, or technical constraints related to drain water
collection and cleaning. In the near future (2027) Dutch growers have to realize zero discharge of
water and fertilizer due to agreements made with government.
Together with scientists from WUR and other industry partners, GRODAN have designed and
installed an irrigation system that aims to demonstrate zero-discharge growing. Trials are on-going,
yet promising results have been obtained. This paper will describe the technology and growing
strategy implemented making comparisons to current best practice. Results on production and
product quality will be presented.
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Recyclage du drainage [FR]
Ben Nikaj -Grodan
La réduction de la disponibilité en eau et la compétition pour l’accès à l’eau douce entrainent
aujourd’hui une prise de conscience mondiale sur la nécessité d’améliorer l’efficience de l’eau
utilisée pour la production végétale sous serre. Le déversement d’eau de drainage (qui contient des
fertilisants et des produits phytosanitaires) des serres dans l’environnement peut compromettre la
qualité des eaux de surfaces et des eaux souterraines. Pour ces raisons, les pratiques de gestion de
l’eau et de la fertilisation sont d’ores et déjà mises en avant comme «des indicateurs clés de
performance » que les producteurs devraient considérer en priorité lorsqu’ils évaluent leurs
performances environnementales.
La culture hydroponique en serre est une méthode de production hautement efficiente et durable
car l’eau de drainage peut être recyclée.
Au cours des dernières années, de nombreuses études ont été conduites pour résoudre les
problèmes techniques (installation) et physiologiques (croissance) liés au recyclage de l’eau de
drainage. Malgré ces efforts, les producteurs hésitent parfois à recycler (totalement) les solutions
nutritives. Ceci est souvent attribué à un manque de connaissances, à un manque de confiance dans
la qualité de l’eau de drainage, ou aux contraintes techniques liées à la collecte et au traitement de
l’eau de drainage. Dans un avenir proche (2027), les producteurs néerlandais ne devront réaliser
aucun déversement d’eau ni de fertilisants, d’après un accord avec le gouvernement.
En collaboration avec les chercheurs de l’université de Wageningen (WUR) et d’autres partenaires
industriels, GRODAN a imaginé et installé un système d’irrigation qui vise à démontrer qu’une culture
sans émissions est faisable. Les essais sont en cours et, des résultats prometteurs ont été obtenus.
Cette communication décrit la technologie et la conduite de culture mise en place en faisant des
comparaisons avec les meilleures pratiques actuelles. Les résultats sur la production et la qualité du
produit seront présentés.
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EVE: : Big data used for irrigation management [EN]
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EVE: le bigdata au service du pilotage de l’irrigation [FR]
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The REDUNG-project: appropriate fertilizer selection and model-based irrigation
as measures to reduce nitrate leaching in soil-bound greenhouse butterhead
lettuce cultivation [EN]
Duration : 48 months (2013-2017)
Contact: Sara Crappé, sara@pcgroenteteelt.be
Situation
In soil-bound lettuce cultivation, leaching of plant nutrients to deeper soil
layers constitutes a thread. Nutrients become inaccessible to the superficial
rooting system, which means a financial loss to the grower, and in addition, they can cause contamination of the
ground water, which is harmful for the environment. Leaching can basically have two reasons: it can occur (1) during
a cultivation round, due to excessive irrigation, or (2) in between cultivation rounds, when growers purposively rinse
the upper soil layer to reduce the content of accumulated salts. The prevention of leaching is a genuine challenge,
especially for growers on sandy soils. The REDUNG-project aims at tackling both causes of nitrate leaching in lettuce
cultivation: accumulation of salts and excessive irrigation.
Research
To test whether the use of fertilizers with reduced ballast salt content could allow a lower rinsing frequency, a three
year during trial, consisting of 12 consecutive cultivation rounds, was performed. Four fertilizer strategies were
tested, each consisting of one major fertilizer with reduced ballast salt content and several smaller possible
additions. The soil parameters EC and pH were monitored next to chloride, sodium and sulfate concentrations in the
upper layer (0-30 cm) and changes in soil nitrogen concentration within the soil profile (0-90 cm). All three
participating research centres were able to grow high quality butterhead lettuce during the whole trial period.
To have a better understanding of the required amounts of irrigation, an evapotranspiration (ET) model for
butterhead lettuce, based on the model of Penman-Monteith, developed in 1997-2001, was overhauled. The model
uses a sub-model to calculate the vertical crop projection instead of the leaf area index and a sub-model to calculate
the stomatal resistance. Although tested for many years, this model has only been validated under winter conditions
and for plants being mainly in the heading stage. It also required the measurement of several microclimate variables
(RH, air and leaf temperature, irradiation, net radiation). As possible elimination of sensors could reduce the
application cost of the model for growers and increase the feasibility, a study was carried out to determine whether
some climate variables could be deduced from others.
In order to obtain a good prediction of ET during a whole cultivation round, the model has now been adjusted and
validated for summer conditions. Small-scale hydroponic systems serving as lysimeters allowed us to determine daily
evapotranspiration rate precisely. We succeeded to model evapotranspiration quite accurately for all growing
seasons, using only three climate variables (air temperature, RH and irradiation). The deviation between estimated
and actual total ET was less than 10% and also daily ET was predicted accurately (R²>90). Application of this modelbased irrigation strategy in a soil-bound cultivation resulted year-round in high quality lettuce. The outcome of the
modelling is an easy-to-use application, calculating not only the daily evapotranspirated water quantity, but also the
accumulated water loss since the last irrigation event.
Conclusion
This REDUNG-growing strategy based on reasoned fertilizer selection and reasoned irrigation, looks promising to
help growers reduce the nutrient leaching and guide them sustainably towards a high quality crop. The irrigation
application can be used by the lettuce grower as a decision support tool to quantify the irrigation.
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Projet REDUNG : sélection des fertilisants appropriés et pilotage de l’irrigation
base sur la modélisation pour réduire le lessivage de nitrate en laitue cultivée
en sol sous abris [FR] Durée: 48 mois (2013-2017)
Contact: Sara Crappé, sara@pcgroenteteelt.be
Contexte
Le lessivage des nutriments dans les horizons profonds du sol constitue une
menace pour la culture de la laitue pommée en sol. Les nutriments sont
inaccessibles pour le système racinaire superficiel, ce qui entraine une perte financière pour le producteur, et ils
peuvent entrainer une contamination des eaux souterraines, ce qui porte atteinte à l’environnement. Le lessivage
peut avoir deux raisons: il peut avoir lieu (1) pendant la saison de culture, à cause d’un excès d’irrigation, ou bien (2)
entre deux saisons de cultures, quand le producteur rince la couche supérieure du sol volontairement, pour réduire
la quantité de sels accumulés. La prévention du lessivage est un véritable défi, particulièrement pour le producteur
travaillant des sols sableux. Le projet REDUNG a pour objectif de cibler les causes du lessivage de nitrates pour les
cultures de salades: l’accumulation des sels et l’irrigation excessive.
Recherche
Pour savoir si l’utilisation de fertilisants avec une charge réduite en sels de ballast pourrait permettre une fréquence
de rinçage plus faible, un essai de 3 ans, correspondant à 12 cycles de culture consécutifs, a été mis en place. Quatre
stratégies de fertilisation ont été testées, chacune consistant en un fertilisant principal avec une charge en sels de
ballast réduite et combiné à plusieurs apports fertilisants plus faibles. Les paramètres du sol, EC et pH ont été pilotés
selon la teneur en chlorures, sodium et sulfates dans la couche supérieure du sol (0-30 cm) et les variations de la
concentration en nitrates dans les profils de sol (0-90 cm). Les trois centres de recherche participants ont été en
mesure de cultiver des laitues pommées de haute qualité pendant toute la durée de l’essai. Pour avoir une
meilleure compréhension des quantités d’eau requises, un modèle d’évapotranspiration (ET) pour la laitue
pommée, basé sur le modèle de Penman-Monteith, développé en 1997-2001, a été révisé et adapté. Le modèle
utilise un sous-modèle pour calculer la projection verticale à la place du LAI (Indice de surface foliaire) et un sousmodèle pour calculer la résistance stomatale. Bien que tester pendant de nombreuses années, le modèle n’avait été
validé qu’en conditions hivernales et pour des plantes étant principalement au stade montaison. Cela nécessitait
également la mesure de plusieurs variables du microclimat (humidité relative, température de l’air et de l’eau,
rayonnement global et rayonnement net). Comme l’élimination des capteurs pouvait réduire les coûts d’application
du modèle pour les producteurs et augmenter la faisabilité, une étude a été menée pour déterminer si certaines
variables du climat pouvaient être déduites d’autres variables. Afin d’obtenir une bonne prédiction de
l’évapotranspiration pendant toute la période de culture, le modèle a été ajusté et validé en conditions estivales.
Des systèmes hydroponiques à petites échelle servant de lysimètre nous ont permis de déterminer les niveaux
d’évapotranspiration journalière de manière précise. Nous avons réussi à modéliser l’évapotranspiration de manière
significativement fidèle pour toutes les saisons de cultures, en utilisant seulement 3 variables du climat (température
de l’air, humidité relative et rayonnement global). La déviation entre l’évapotranspiration estimée et mesurée est de
moins de 10% et l’évapotranspiration journalière a été prédite de manière fiable (R²>90). L’application de cette
stratégie de pilotage de l’irrigation basée sur un modèle dans une culture pleine terre a permis d’obtenir une laitue
de qualité toute l’année. Le résultat de cette modélisation est une application facile d’utilisation, qui calcule non
seulement la quantité journalière d’eau évapostranspirée, mais aussi la somme de perte d’eau depuis le dernier
arrosage.
Conclusion
La stratégie de culture développée par REDUNG basée sur une sélection raisonnée des fertilisants et une irrigation
raisonnée parait prometteuse pour aider les producteurs à réduire le lessivage des nutriments et pour les
accompagner vers la production durable de végétaux de qualité. L’application peut être utilisée par le producteur de
laitue comme un outil d’aide à la décision lui permettant de mieux quantifier les quantités d’eau à apporter.
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Contact: riga@aimplas.es

ECO/13/630411/RIGA
30 months (2014-2016)

RIGA : Microirrigation with antimicrobial & antiroot functionalities [EN]

Micro-irrigation:
Risks:
• Efficient
• Clogging of emitters
• Reduction in water
• Formation of biofilm
consumption
• Intrusion of roots in drippers
Objectives:
• Reduction of plastic waste by extending lifespan
• Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
• Elimination of toxic substances (fungicides/herbicides)
• Reduction of water consumption

Solution:
• Antimicrobial
additives
• Antiroot additives

Results:
• Constant flow rate
• Constant pressure
• Inhibition of fungal growth in tubes
• Cracks & dripper failure are negligible
• Comparable yield and crop quality
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Contact: riga@aimplas.es

Contract ECO/13/630411/RIGA
30 mois (2014-2016) Contract

RIGA : Microirrigation avec propriétés antimicrobiennes et anti-racinaires [FR]

Micro-irrigation:
• Efficace
• Réduction de la
consommation en eau

Risques:
• Bouchage des goutteurs
• Formation de biofilm
• Intrusion de racines dans les
goutteurs

Objectifs:
• Réduction des déchets /allongement de la durée d’utilisation
• Réduction des émissions de gaz à effet de serre
• Elimination des substances toxiques (fongicides/ herbicides)
• Réduction de la consommation en eau

Solution:
Résultats:
• Additifs anti- microbiens • Débit et pression constants
• Additifs anti-racinaires
• Inhibition de la croissance fongique
dans les canalisations
• Fissures et défauts de goutteurs
négligeables
• Rendement et qualité de culture
comparables
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Contacts [EN/FR]
Contacts during the event/ Vos contacts pendant l’évènement
Esther LECHEVALLIER,
Project manager FERTINNOWA/ Chargée de projet FERTINNOWA
Phone: +33 2 98 69 22 80
Mobile : +33 7 76 03 35 18
Email : esther.lechevallier@cate.bzh

Claire DELAUNAY,
Mission head VEGEPOLYS in Brittany/ Chargée de mission VEGEPOLYS en Bretagne
Phone : +33 2 98 29 08 67
Mobile : +33 6 47 07 79 55
Email : claire.delaunay@vegepolys.eu

Raf De Vis,
Project coordinator FERTINNOWA / Chef de projet FERTINNOWA
Phone +32 15 30 00 60
Email : raf.de.vis@proefstation.be
Els Berckmoes,
Assistant Project coordinator FERTINNOWA / Assistante chef de projet
FERTINNOWA
Phone: +32 15 30 00 60
Mobile : +32 491 37 08 50
Email : els.berckmoes@proefstation.be

For more information about the one-to-one meetings/ Pour plus d’information sur les rendez-vous bilatéraux

Sara MINISINI,
European Project Development / Chargée de missions projets européens
Enterprise Europe Network
Phone : +33 2 99 84 53 06, Email : s.minisini@bdi.fr
Pierre SERVEL,
European Project Development / Chef de projet
Enterprise Europe Network
Phone : +33 2 99 67 42 04, Email : p.servel@bdi.fr
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Notes:
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This event is sponsored by

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 68968.
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Annex 8.3

Meeting growers needs :
optimal management of irrigation and fertigation
12-13 October 2016 - Saint Pol de Léon

Technology market

Agrozone: a controlled ozone
technology for water treatment
Description of the product, service or technology to be presented
In the FERTINNOWA project, Proeftuin
Zwaagdijk (a research institute, and a
FERTINNOWA member) will showcase
a controlled ozone technology for water
treatment.
The company Agrozone is an important
participant in the development of this
technology. This new ozone technology
is being increasingly used in Holland to:
• Disinfect and clean drain water.
Ozone simultaneously purifies drain
water of root exudates, phenols
and pesticides, and increases the
oxygen content in the water.
• Purification of discharge water. In Holland, purification of discharge water is required
in 2018 with a 95% reduction of unwanted compounds, such as pesticides. In trials of
Proeftuin Zwaagdijk and WageningenUR, ozone achieved a 98% reduction.

Which uses?
Ozone technology is being used with greenhouse vegetables and flowers, and hydroponic
systems.
Ozone technology is now used by many Dutch tulip growers, where it has been used since
2013.
Introduction in other crops and countries started in 2014.
Agrozone has been installed in several projects in The Netherland, USA, Canada and UK on
all kind of crops.

Which users?
Horticulture growers and hydroponic growers who
want to use good quality water for their crops.
Horticulture growers and hydroponic growers
which want to use good water for their crops.

2

AGROZONE
Contact:
Cees DE HAAN, Director
+31(0)8 84 22 82 22
cdh@agrozone.nl
Netherlands
Website:
www.agrozoneint.com
www.agrozone.nl

Aqua-4D©: an electromagnetic
water treatment for an efficient
use of the irrigation water
Description of the product, service or technology to be presented
This innovation is composed of an electronic
device, that generates dedicated electromagnetic
signals, and one or more treatment units that
transmit these signals to the irrigation water.
The effects of these signals is to modify the
physical properties of the water. The surface
tension is lowered and the nutrients and salts
are more soluble and their repartition in the
water is more homogeneous. Nutrients and salts
remain in a dissolved form, nutrients are more
easily absorbed by the plants, and the excess is
transported beneath the rhizosphere. There is no more crystallization of salts in the soil pores
which damages the plants. It also improves water retention which enables saving of water and
fertilizers. Finally, the benefits for the growers are higher yields and improved crop quality.
Aqua-4D has been the subject of several studies in agronomic research centers whose
results have been the subject of reports and
several scientific publications.

An electronic control box pre-programmed to generate
electromagnetic signals (EM).

Aqua-4D is an eco-friendly technology, chemical-free, with very low electricity consumption.
Aqua-4D is easy to install, requires no maintenance, has an unlimited flow rate capacity and
is efficient over several kilometers.

Which uses?

Treatment Units (TU) especially designed for transmitting
the EM signals into the water.

About 250 Aqua-4D systems installed in 20 countries (Europe, Africa, North and South America)
for an overall area of more than 5000 ha, in greenhouses and in field crops.

Which users?
Growers, throughout the world, who want to improve
their production and product quality by a more efficient
use of irrigation water. This includes open fields and
greenhouses, soil and soilless crops, horticulture,
arboriculture, viticulture, landscape gardening and major
crops.

Aqua-4D Water Solutions
(Planet Horizons Technologies)

Contact:
Charles-Henri FAURE
Chief Technical Officer
+41 (0)7 93 74 24 16
faure@aqua4d.com
Switzerland
Website:
www.aqua4d-irrigation.com
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BOIS VALOR: SHB, a
biostimulant that reduces the
water consumption of plants
Description of the product, service or technology to be presented
Bois Valor is a spin-off of ENSAT, the bio-engineering University of Toulouse. Bois Valor has
developed a new molecule to stimulate crops and plants. The biostimulant molecule has
been named SHB and has the following characteristics:
SHB is an innovative, natural and sustainable biostimulant which has the capacity to reduce
water consumption.
Science:
• 15 years of R&D within ENSAT Toulouse (University Research)
• 29 international publications on 15 crops
• Patented industrial process
• Extraction of an active molecule from poplar wood
• registered by ANSES in France
• High solubility in water
Results:
• Reduces water consumption (10% to 25% less water used)
• Increased crop yield
• Trials: fruits, flowers, cereals, corn, tomatoes, strawberry, ...

Which uses?
SHB is sold by Bois Valor to farmers in order to improve crop yield and to better manage water
consumption.

Which users?
Farmers and growers
The product SHB is currently sold in France, Spain and Poland.
Bois Valor is looking for new distributors in Europe and in the rest of the world.

BOIS VALOR
Contact:
M. Silvere FREDAIGNE,
Marketing and Technical
Director
silvere.fredaigue@boisvalor.fr
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CoRHIZE launches ORASA®:
Associating AquaCheck Profile Capacitance
Probes and EC Soil Mapping for the best
positioning of water management equipment
Description of the product, service or technology to be presented
CoRHIZE is a leading French supplier for services and
equipment for irrigation management with two particularly
strong skills:
• Profile Capacitance Probes and Individual Sensors
used to automate and remotely control irrigation
systems via a web platform, used together with
various climate sensors (rain gauge, wind speed/
direction, air temp/ relative humidity ...).
• a service of Soil Conductivity Mapping to identify
and record soil spatial heterogeneity in order to
optimize probe location in fields.
Additionally, we provide an experienced agronomic
support service for the advanced technologies that we
supply to ensure that we fully meet the needs of our
clients.

Which uses?
CoRHIZE is currently being used in crops such as feed maize, sweet
maize, green beans, tomatoes, melons, carrots, asparagus... We
also have a robust technical offer for soilless crops in greenhouses.
We work all over France and in many other European countries,
particularly in central Europe.

Which users?
Growers (in fields and greenhouses)
Technical teams of cooperatives, growers groups,
Research institutes,
Seed companies.

CORHIZE
Contact:
Serge ESCURAING
Founder General Manager
serge.escuraing@corhize.com
+33 (0)6 82 76 26 75
Website:
www.corhize.com
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DOSATRON: A new hydraulic
proportional dosing system
Description of the product, service or technology to be presented
Dosatron Int. has developed a new hydraulic
proportional
dosing
technology,
without
electricity, that uses dynamic flow control to
provide nutrient solutions with flow rates in the
range of 8 to 90 m3 / h. This new technology is
the subject of a patent application.
This technology is associated with a sensor that
measures electrical conductivity (EC)
We can contribute to better management of
fertilizer and other inputs for diverse irrigation
systems such as pivots or retractable systems in
diverse vegetable and fruit crops.

Which uses?
Systems available since early 2016 can apply
nutrient solutions at flow rates of 8 to 30 m3 / h.
Systems to provide flow rates of 30 to 90 m3 / h
are currently being finalized.
For all irrigated crops where fertigation is being
considered.

Which users?
All irrigators who wish to use fertigation to make
or optimize basal or supplementary nutrients
applications.

DOSATRON
Contact:
Jean-Luc LAUNOIS
Irrigation chief market
+33 (0)6 15 66 08 19
jl.launois@dosatron.com
France
Because life is powered by water
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Website:
www.dosatron.com

GRODAN: E-Gro, an easy to
use mobile app that gives
real-time substrate information
Description of the product, service or technology to be presented
What kind of product is it? This new application for
mobile and desktop platforms provides growers with the
possibility to get the maximum out of their substrate.
How it works? e-Gro is an easy to use, mobile app that
gives real-time substrate information. e-Gro is available
in combination with GRODAN slabs and the GroSens
MultiSensor system.
Why is it innovative in comparison of products already
commercialized?
• e-Gro is mobile: easy to use at anytime and
anywhere on your on-line smartphone, tablet or
desktop
• e-Gro is interactive: customize and optimize
irrigation strategy with alerts and notifications yearround 24/7
• e-Gro improves decision making to maximize
production and fruit quality

Which uses?
You can set personalized alerts and receive notifications based on measured values of water
content (WC) and electrical conductivity (EC) at crucial times of the day such as start time, stop
time and also for a decrease in overnight WC.

Which users?
Professional growers using GRODAN slabs and the GroSens MultiSensor system.

AGROZONE
Contact:
Harriette Rademakers
Marketing Coordinator
harriette.rademakers@grodan.
com
+31 (0)6 25 49 37 10
Website:
www.grodan.fr
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HOOGENDOORN

A decision support system with a
plant at the center of the control
(next generation growing)
Description of the product, service or technology to be presented
Based on physics and knowledge of
next generation growing, “Plant Voice”
will optimize climate and irrigation
management.
Irrigation can be fine-tuned by using
evaporation energy as a trigger, and by also
taking into account the weather forecast.
Automatic adjustments can be made to
greenhouse climate to ensure the optimal
balance between vegetative and generative
growth.
When the plant is not sufficiently active
or is too active (plant needs), the climate
will automatically be adjusted to ensure
optimal crop performance.

Which uses?
In use in greenhouse horticulture with vegetables and ornamentals,
All over the world,
For vegetables and flowers,
Open fields and greenhouses.

Which users?
All growers

HOOGENDOORN
Hoogendoorn contact:
info@hoogendoorn.nl
+31 10 460 80 80
French installer:
SQUIBAN - Mickaël SQUIBAN
mickael@squiban.com
+33 (0)6 10 48 33 91
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Website:
www.hoogendoorn.nl
www.squiban.com

HORTIMAX: ProDrain,
a phytomonitoring system
Description of the product, service or technology to be presented
ProDrain is a real time accurate phytomonitoring
system that provides automatic control of irrigation
to integrate in your irrigation process. .
ProDrain measures the complete crop water
balance in real time on a relevant production
sample.
With ProDrain, the irrigation strategy can be
adapted with high precision to measured crop
requirements rather than being based on external
data.

Which uses?
• 24/7 Irrigation scheduling
• Water management tailored to your crop’s
requirements
• Maximum CO2 assimilation for maximum
yields
• Control based on the undersaturation level
• Unique transpiration measurement
• Growth monitoring for hanging crops
• Suitable for all substrate-grown crops
• Detailed management information

Which users?
Vegetable growers in advanced greenhouse
industries.

HORTIMAX
Contact:
Vincent Aubret
General Manager France
+33 (0)6 23 22 28 50
vaubret@hortimax.fr
France
Website:
www.hortimax.nl
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LAMBERTI
A surfactant that improves water
management in drip irrigation
Description of the product, service or technology to be presented

The flow of water through a non-uniformly wettable solid is characterized by the antagonism
between diffusion and percolation.
Lamberti SpA and Precision Laboratories merged in 2011 in order to better study this subject
and to develop innovative irrigation chemistries.
We are now ready to put on the market a hydration surfactant based on a biodegradable and
natural raw material. This surfactant modifies the surface tension at the contact between water
and soil, holds water in the root zone, maintains the water content and reduces plant stress.

Which uses?
Currently is used in the USA on various crops and in various locations. The hydration surfactant
allows growers to increase the yield per hectare and to reduce soil compaction while reducing
water consumption in irrigated sandy soils.
The surfactant is also being tested as a wetting agent for use with fertilizers applied to soil in
several countries.

Which users?
Our targets are growers of vegetables, and of fruit and other perennial crops.
Lamberti looks for partners in countries where water scarcity is a real concern.

LAMBERTI SpA
Contact:
Laurent DADOLLE
Sales Manager
+33 (0)6 81 48 90 38
laurent.dadolle@lamberti.com
France
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Website:
www.lamberti.com

Priva Vialux M-Line: powerful
disinfection in the most
efficient way
Description of the product, service or technology to be presented
Priva supplies automated irrigation systems
that allows you to efficiently dose high-quality
irrigation water and to recirculate it safely.
Priva Vialux M-Line is a proven and reliable
UV disinfection system that helps growers
improve and guarantee the quality of their
crops, while saving on resources and
costs. With UV disinfection, significant
improvements can be achieved in relation to
disease control and efficient water use.
Priva developed the M-Line and its
effectiveness for decontamination was tested
at WUR (Wageningen University) in Bleiswijk
(The Netherlands). Testing for effectiveness
of pesticide removal is ongoing.

Which uses?
Since the beginning of 2016 it has been in use for disinfection of drainage water of greenhousegrown vegetables and ornamentals. Is being tested for removal of plant protection agents from
waste water from horticulture (with H2O2)

Which users?
The grower who will save money and protect environment by improved efficiency of use of
water and fertilizers

PRIVA
Contact:
Nico ENTHOVEN
Chemical process engineer,
+ 31 (0)6 535 777 66
enthoven@priva.nl
Netherlands
Website:
www.priva-international.com
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Thank you to all exhibitors of
the technology market
Your contacts:
Esther LECHEVALLIER
Project manager FERTINNOWA
Phone: +33 (0)2 98 69 22 80, Mobile : +33 (0)7 76 03 35 18
Email : esther.lechevallier@cate.bzh

Claire DELAUNAY
Mission head VEGEPOLYS in Brittany
Phone : +33 (0)2 98 29 08 67, Mobile : +33 (0)6 47 07 79 55
Email : claire.delaunay@vegepolys.eu

With the support of:

.

FERTINNOWA This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No 689687

Annex 8.4

SARL du HUN, Taulé
Characteristics :
4 companies managed by 4 people
Family business : Kerbrat
2.4 + 3.1+ 1.9 + 1.5 ≈ 9 ha (most recent GH: 2014)
Water resource management:
- 100% rainwater
- Storage basin 50,000 m ³ (2014) + 7,000 m³
- Buffer storage
-2 fertilisation units + 1 sub-station per
greenhouse (dilution)
-Storage of the nutrient solution for ≈ one day
- Disinfection of supply water with chlorine

Vine tomato , yield≈ 58 kg/m²
Cropping season : December-> November
Crop in gutter / substrate : rockwool
2 cogeneration systems
Water and fertilisation use efficiency:
- Irrigation control : managed by
climatic computer (clock, solar
radiation)
- Control tools: Grodan moisture
sensor (1/ greenhouse)+ visual control
of the substrates

Effluent management:
- 100% of the drainage is recycled
(drainage represents ≈25% yearly
water supply)
- Supplied volume ≈ 10,000 m³/ha/year
(actually used≈ 7,500 m³/ha/year)
- Drainage treatment with ClO2 :
requires a lot of attention/ monitoring

System :
ClO₂

Buffer basins

Drainage
storage

Rainwater storage
50,000m³
Fertilisation
unit

Storage
Sub-unit

Storage
Sub-unit

Storage
Sub-unit

Moisture
sensor

The grower’s experience:
The use of rainwater and having an autonomous water supply is a real advantage because we avoid water quality
problems associated with the mineral composition of the water (local groundwater has high contents of Na and
Fe) and with legislation associated with drilling wells to groundwater. All the drainage can be recirculated, which
saves water and fertilisers, even from the beginning of the season. Sedimentation during water storage requires
specific attention to the filters (we are currently installing floating pumps).
The disinfection system has been selected for the ease of implementation (minor investment cost compared to
UV or slow sand filtration) but it is not been really efficient and requires too much attention and monitoring.
There is a need to change it, but there are few adapted solutions (excessive investment costs, systems are too
voluminous, too complex to manage or not adapted to such high water volumes). The biofilm in irrigation pipes is
a real problem and managing agrobacterium is still a major difficulty in recirculated systems (even with
disinfection)

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 689687.

EARL Le Bihan, Plouénan
Characteristics :
2.8 ha (2 greenhouses)
Cherry tomatoes and older tomato varieties + mini-pepper
Supporting system: gutter/ coir substrate
Cropping season : December-> November
Currently installing a co-generation system
Water resource management:
- Only use groundwater
- Storage 300 m³
- 2 fertilisation units (1/greenhouse)
- maerl filter (pH balance)
- Aqua4 D system for supply water after
fertilisation unit.

Another farm in organic agriculture: on soil under multispan
greenhouse and glass greenhouse
Tomato, fennel, cucumber, Swiss chard, green bean
Most of the fertilisation is supplied with organic fertilisers,
Organic fertilisers supplied by fertigation are used as a complement
In this farm, irrigation is based on the grower’s experience

Water and fertilisation use efficiency:
- Irrigation control : managed by
climatic computer (clock, solar
radiation)
- Control tools: slab balances (1/
greenhouse)

Effluent management:
- 90 % of the drainage is recycled (yearly
average of drainage represents ≈25% of the
supplied water)
-storage : 135m³ before and 76m³ after
treatment
- Water supplied to the crop≈ 10000m³/ha/year
- Drainage treatment by dynamic slow sand
filtration (biofiltration): flow= 7 m³/h

System :
Forage

Maerl
filter

Drainage
storage

Groundwater
storage basin
1000 m³

Biofiltration

Cleaned
drainage
storage

Biofiltration
Fertilisation
unit
Pouzzolane+ bacterial
balance
Aqua4D
system

Balance

oxygenation

Identification
Bacillus sp. n°1
Pseudomonas putida
Bacillus sp. n°2
Pseudomonas sp.
Pseudomonas fluorescens

Proportion in %
8
45
8
27
12

The grower’s description:
Slow sand filtration enables a balance of various bacterial species in the water which makes the system more
resilient and less subject to the excessive growth of one pathogen species in case of problems (contrary to
other treatment systems which remove the pathogens).
This system requires some maintenance and monitoring once it is installed (less than with UV). Coir substrates
are used because they are cheaper than rockwool, can be valued locally after the crop, and are compatible
with the treatment system. The maerl filter has been installed to avoid large pH variations during the cropping
season. The Aqua4D system has been installed to fight again agrobacterium problems; however, climate
management may also have contributed improved control of this problem during the current year.
In the organic farm, irrigation management is based on the growers’ experience. Sensors and other tools for
irrigation management have not convinced the grower because of issues of reliability, not being user friendly ,
soil heterogeneity).

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 689687.

GAEC de Merzavern, Plouénan
Characteristics :
-Ornamental production company
-2 associates/ 8 employees
-Plant nursery : 10 ha
-Outside container fields + 2ha of shelters
(bitunnel/ multispan GH)

Productions:
-Potted bamboo 2L, 3L, 5L, 12L, 24L, 45L, garden box) : ≈120000 plants/year
- Hedge plants
- Nandina, Grevilia, Rosemary, Lavatera, Viburnum tinus
- Focus on innovation

Water resource management:
- 70% rainwater+ 2 wells+ source
- 5 water storage basins ≈13,000 m³ (+ recent:
2014)
-Mix of rainwater + groundwater ( well/spring )
in several basins

Water and fertilisation use efficiency:
- Irrigation control : managed by
computer (manually programmed)
-2 employees focus on irrigation
management: daily monitoring
-No sensors or measuring tools

Effluent management:
-100% of collected water is reused
(except in winter)
-Drainage is collected in a storage and
mixed with supply water
- No water treatment before
recirculation

System :
spring

Water storages: mix of
water sources

Nandina cultivation :
groundwater only

forages
Storage

Irrigation unit Fertilisation
unit
shelters

Container field
Aspersion

Drains
drainage + rainwater
collection basins

The grower’s experience :
The use of rainwater and recirculation provides autonomy in the water supply which is a real advantage when
wellsnbflows are too low to fulfil the needs for water (which increased because of the progressive expansion of
the company.). The collection of drainage on all the company surface (container fields + shelter roofs + pathways)
enables collection of a high large quantity of good quality rain water. The water from different sources is mixed in
the basins and the water is not treated.
Substrate moisture sensors are not used because they are not adapted to the diversity of the production.
Irrigation based the grower’s experience results is considered to be efficient and gives the grower freedom to
plan the irrigation of diverse species and growth stages. The use of fertigation is not a priority. Nutrients are
mainly supplied by slow-release fertilisers incorporated into the substrate, and complemented with top dressing.
This method is preferred because it is easier to establish and fully meets current needs. Nutrient solution may
occasionally be used as a complement, but the irrigation system limits its efficiency (aspersion, dead volume).
Drip irrigation is little used because fixed drip lines are a physical constraint (employees move plants which are on
ground and which can damage drippers and lines); also it is expensive to install.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 689687.

Annex 8.5

WORKSHOP
series

Meeting grower needs:
optimal management of irrigation and fertigation
12-13 October 2016, Saint-Pol-de-Léon, Brittany, France
FERTINNOWA members, CATÉ and VEGEPOLYS invite growers, technological centres and
other members of the horticultural sector to a workshop which focuses on the practical
management of irrigation and fertigation in horticultural production
(water quality, water use efficiency, nutrient use efficiency, source water management …)
in collaboration with Bretagne Développement Innovation (member of the
Enterprise Europe Network). The workshop will be followed by a day of field visits

Agenda 12th of October (8.30 -18.00)
Morning session:
Presentation - The FERTINNOWA project: Benchmarking optimal
fertigation practices of growers
Examples of on-going collaborative projects aiming to improve fertigation
management
Pitches from exhibitors to showcase innovative technologies
Afternoon session:
Growers, advisors, those in the industry, policymakers, local authorities and
researchers will have the opportunity to interact directly together with:
Working sessions
One-to-one meeting sessions supported by the Enterprise Europe Network
A technology area where exhibitors will showcase their innovative
technologies

Agenda 13th of October
Field visit to innovative growers - tomato, strawberry, ornamentals - and to
the CATÉ experimental centre
For more detailed information and registration please visit
the event website:
https://www.b2match.eu/irrigation-fertigation-event2016
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